
Mail: Dealing With Problems

Sibling Mail: Dealing With Problems Module

OVERVIEW

This module almost perfectly replicates the Dealing With Problems section of

the 2005 mail survey. It presents the participant with 17 potentially stressful

life events/problems and asks for the following information: (1) if the

participant has ever experienced the event, (2) age at first (or only)

occurrence, and (3) age at most recent occurrence. Based on this information,

four summary variables are constructed for each event: 

    PD___CRE: Did the participant ever experience this event?

    PD___ARE: Age at first/only occurrence

    PD___BRE: Age at most recent occurrence

    PD___DRE: Did the participant provide an illogical age pattern?

Each life event/problem is indexed by a different number sequence.

Life-threatening floods, fires, storms or other disasters, for example, are

denoted by "004". Thus, the summary variables associated with them are as

follows: PD004CRE, PD004ARE, PD004BRE, and PD004DRE.

In addition to this information about participants’ experiences with specific

life events/problems, additional items (18) focus on coping strategies and/or

reactions to difficult or stressful life events in general. 

BRIEF VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS

    Variable ranges reference dataset/codebook order and are not necessarily 

    alphabetical.

    _____________________________________________________________________

   

    PD001CRE-PD001DRE:      A Close Friend Died

    PD004CRE-PD004DRE:      Life-Threatening (Natural) Disaster

    

    PD050CRE-PD050DRE:      Child or Grandchild Served in War/Combat

    PD006CRE-PD006DRE:      Witnessed Severe Injury/Death of Another 

                            Person

    PD007CRE-PD007DRE:      Experienced Deep Debt/Financial Loss

    

    PD070CRE-PD070DRE:      Child Experienced Deep Debt/Financial Loss

    

    PD008CRE-PD008DRE:      Serious Legal Difficulties

    PD009CRE-PD009DRE:      Incarcerated

    PD010CRE-PD010DRE:      Physically Abused by Spouse or Partner

    PD011CRE-PD011DRE:      Child Divorced

    PD012CRE-PD012DRE:      Child Had Life-Threatening Illness/Accident
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    PD120CRE-PD120DRE:      Grandchild Had Life-Threatening Illness/

                            Accident

    PD013CRE-PD013DRE:      Adult Child Moved Back Home

    PD014CRE-PD014DRE:      Increased Responsibility for Care of 

                            Grandchildren

    PD015CRE-PD015DRE:      Aging Parent/In-Law Moved Into Home

    PD016CRE-PD016DRE:      Placed Aging Spouse/In-Law/Parent in 

                            Nursing Home

    PD017CRE-PD017DRE:      Seriously Considered Suicide

    PD018REC:               Number of Experience Events Participant 

                            Provided an Answer To

    PD101RER-PD118RER:      Coping Strategies/Reactions to Stressful 

                            Life Events

pd001cre: Has a close friend ever died?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_c, y_deal1a_a, y_deal1a_b, y_dl1anw_cr, y_dl1anw_ar, y_dl1anw_br

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 149 155 304 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 6 1 7 

1 YES 1010 1024 2034 

2 NO 251 379 630 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD001CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
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existed). 

pd001are: How old were you the first or only time a close friend died?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_a, y_dl1anw_ar

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 295 322 617 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD001CRE = 2)

251 379 630 

-1 DON’T KNOW 4 4 8 

3 - 16 236 185 421 

17 - 25 224 145 369 

26 - 46 169 175 344 

47 - 62 156 207 363 

63 - 94 81 142 223 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd001bre: How old were you the last time a close friend died?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_b, y_dl1anw_br
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 149 155 304 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD001CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

464 672 1136 

-1 DON’T KNOW 7 1 8 

0 - 58 184 140 324 

59 - 
65

212 205 417 

66 - 
70

206 170 376 

71 - 
77

147 160 307 

78 - 
90

47 56 103 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD001ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD001BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd001dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when a

close friend died?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_a, y_deal1a_b, y_dl1anw_ar, y_dl1anw_br
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 156 157 313 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD001CRE = 2)

251 379 630 

1 YES 4 3 7 

2 NO 1006 1021 2027 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD001BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD001ARE). 

pd004cre: Have you ever experienced a life-threatening flood, fire, storm

or some other disaster?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_f, y_deal1a_d, y_deal1a_e, y_dl1anw_fr, y_dl1anw_dr, y_dl1anw_er

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 124 102 226 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

1 YES 233 210 443 

2 NO 1058 1247 2305 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD004CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
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wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 

pd004are: How old were you the first or only time you experienced a

life-threatening flood, fire, storm or some other disaster?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_d, y_dl1anw_dr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 158 117 275 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD004CRE = 2)

1058 1247 2305 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 10 40 42 82 

11 - 20 59 28 87 

21 - 35 39 41 80 

36 - 55 34 47 81 

56 - 83 27 37 64 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd004bre: How old were you the last time you experienced a

life-threatening flood, fire, storm or some other disaster?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_e, y_dl1anw_er
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 124 102 226 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD004CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1150 1370 2520 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 28 29 20 49 

29 - 
50

34 18 52 

51 - 
60

33 13 46 

61 - 
70

36 20 56 

71 - 
85

9 16 25 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD004ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD004BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd004dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when they

experienced a life-threatening flood, fire, storm or some other disaster?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_d, y_deal1a_e, y_dl1anw_dr, y_dl1anw_er
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 126 103 229 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD004CRE = 2)

1058 1247 2305 

1 YES 0 1 1 

2 NO 233 209 442 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD004BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD004ARE). 

pd050cre: Has one of your children or grandchildren ever served in war

or combat?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_i, y_deal1a_g, y_deal1a_h, y_dl1anw_ir, y_dl1anw_gr, y_dl1anw_hr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 97 81 178 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

1 YES 96 120 216 

2 NO 1222 1358 2580 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD050CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
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wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 

pd050are: How old were you the first or only time one of your children or

grandchildren served in war or combat?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_g, y_dl1anw_gr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 110 103 213 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD050CRE = 2)

1222 1358 2580 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 47 14 22 36 

48 - 55 14 27 41 

56 - 63 19 21 40 

64 - 70 23 18 41 

71 - 80 13 10 23 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd050bre: How old were you the last time one of your children or

grandchildren served in war or combat?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_h, y_dl1anw_hr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 97 81 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD050CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1270 1410 2680 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 54 10 14 24 

55 - 
64

9 15 24 

65 - 
68

11 15 26 

69 - 
73

11 13 24 

74 - 
91

7 11 18 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD050ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD050BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd050dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when one

of their children or grandchildren served in war or combat?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_g, y_deal1a_h, y_dl1anw_gr, y_dl1anw_hr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 99 82 181 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD050CRE = 2)

1222 1358 2580 

1 YES 0 1 1 

2 NO 96 119 215 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD050BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD050ARE). 

pd006cre: Have you ever witnessed the severe injury or death of another 

person?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_l, y_deal1a_j, y_deal1a_k, y_dl1anw_lr, y_dl1anw_jr, y_dl1anw_kr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 118 104 222 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

1 YES 527 582 1109 

2 NO 770 873 1643 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD006CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
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wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 

pd006are: How old were you the first or only time you witnessed the

severe injury or death of another person?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_j, y_dl1anw_jr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 201 221 422 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD006CRE = 2)

770 873 1643 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 18 107 74 181 

19 - 26 117 72 189 

27 - 40 88 94 182 

41 - 55 71 111 182 

56 - 83 61 114 175 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd006bre: How old were you the last time you witnessed the severe injury

or death of another person?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_k, y_dl1anw_kr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 118 104 222 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD006CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1020 1114 2134 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

4 - 46 86 46 132 

47 - 
56

55 71 126 

57 - 
63

53 78 131 

64 - 
69

46 80 126 

70 - 
83

37 66 103 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD006ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD006BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd006dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when they

witnessed the severe injury or death of another person?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_j, y_deal1a_k, y_dl1anw_jr, y_dl1anw_kr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 120 105 225 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD006CRE = 2)

770 873 1643 

2 NO 527 582 1109 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD006BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD006ARE). 

pd007cre: Have you ever gone deeply into debt or suffered substantial

financial loss?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_o, y_deal1a_m, y_deal1a_n, y_dl1anw_or, y_dl1anw_mr, y_dl1anw_nr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 91 79 170 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

1 YES 342 304 646 

2 NO 982 1176 2158 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD007CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
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existed). 

pd007are: How old were you the first or only time you went deeply into

debt or suffered substantial financial loss?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_m, y_dl1anw_mr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 155 129 284 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD007CRE = 2)

982 1176 2158 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 30 70 48 118 

31 - 40 71 47 118 

41 - 52 60 54 114 

53 - 62 48 58 106 

63 - 86 29 47 76 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd007bre: How old were you the last time you went deeply into debt or

suffered substantial financial loss?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_n, y_dl1anw_nr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 79 170 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD007CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1129 1328 2457 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 45 46 23 69 

46 - 
55

42 28 70 

56 - 
61

37 32 69 

62 - 
67

38 36 74 

68 - 
88

32 33 65 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD007ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD007BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd007dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when they

went deeply into debt or suffered substantial financial loss?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_m, y_deal1a_n, y_dl1anw_mr, y_dl1anw_nr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 93 80 173 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD007CRE = 2)

982 1176 2158 

1 YES 1 0 1 

2 NO 341 304 645 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD007BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD007ARE). 

pd070cre: Has one of your children ever gone deeply into debt or

suffered substantial financial loss?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_r, y_deal1a_p, y_deal1a_q, y_dl1anw_rr, y_dl1anw_pr, y_dl1anw_qr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 101 98 199 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 2 2 4 

1 YES 271 333 604 

2 NO 1042 1126 2168 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD070CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
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wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 

pd070are: How old were you the first or only time one of your children

went deeply into debt or suffered substantial financial loss?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_p, y_dl1anw_pr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 165 185 350 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD070CRE = 2)

1042 1126 2168 

-1 DON’T KNOW 2 2 4 

0 - 52 38 58 96 

53 - 59 50 49 99 

60 - 64 48 55 103 

65 - 70 50 58 108 

71 - 79 21 26 47 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd070bre: How old were you the last time one of your children went

deeply into debt or suffered substantial financial loss?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_q, y_dl1anw_qr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 101 98 199 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD070CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1166 1289 2455 

-1 DON’T KNOW 3 3 6 

0 - 57 34 29 63 

58 - 
64

28 45 73 

65 - 
68

37 36 73 

69 - 
75

37 39 76 

76 - 
88

10 20 30 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD070ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD070BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd070dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when one

of their children went deeply into debt or suffered substantial financial 

loss?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_p, y_deal1a_q, y_dl1anw_pr, y_dl1anw_qr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 104 101 205 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD070CRE = 2)

1042 1126 2168 

1 YES 0 1 1 

2 NO 271 332 603 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD070BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD070ARE). 

pd008cre: Have you ever had serious legal difficulties?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_u, y_deal1a_s, y_deal1a_t, y_dl1anw_ur, y_dl1anw_sr, y_dl1anw_tr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 93 74 167 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

1 YES 134 93 227 

2 NO 1188 1392 2580 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD008CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
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existed). 

pd008are: How old were you the first or only time you had serious legal 

difficulties?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_s, y_dl1anw_sr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 124 85 209 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD008CRE = 2)

1188 1392 2580 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 30 31 9 40 

31 - 42 18 19 37 

43 - 52 21 17 38 

53 - 60 20 19 39 

61 - 76 13 18 31 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd008bre: How old were you the last time you had serious legal 

difficulties?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_t, y_dl1anw_tr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 93 74 167 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD008CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1261 1446 2707 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 41 12 9 21 

42 - 
54

16 5 21 

55 - 
60

14 8 22 

61 - 
69

13 7 20 

70 - 
85

6 10 16 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD008ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD008BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd008dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when they

had serious legal difficulties?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_s, y_deal1a_t, y_dl1anw_sr, y_dl1anw_tr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 95 75 170 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD008CRE = 2)

1188 1392 2580 

2 NO 134 93 227 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD008BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD008ARE). 

pd009cre: Have you ever been in jail or prison?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_x, y_deal1a_v, y_deal1a_w, y_dl1anw_xr, y_dl1anw_vr, y_dl1anw_wr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 90 73 163 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

1 YES 90 22 112 

2 NO 1235 1464 2699 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD009CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 
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pd009are: How old were you the first or only time you were in jail or 

prison?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_v, y_dl1anw_vr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 99 77 176 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD009CRE = 2)

1235 1464 2699 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 18 24 6 30 

19 - 24 17 2 19 

25 - 37 18 1 19 

38 - 55 15 6 21 

56 - 77 7 3 10 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd009bre: How old were you the last time you were in jail or prison?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_w, y_dl1anw_wr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 90 73 163 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD009CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1293 1474 2767 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 18 4 4 8 

19 - 
25

8 1 9 

27 - 
35

4 4 8 

38 - 
50

5 3 8 

53 - 
68

11 0 11 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD009ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD009BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd009dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when they

had been in jail or prison?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_v, y_deal1a_w, y_dl1anw_vr, y_dl1anw_wr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 92 74 166 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD009CRE = 2)

1235 1464 2699 

2 NO 90 22 112 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD009BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD009ARE). 

pd010cre: Has your spouse or partner ever treated you in a way that

some would think of as physical abuse?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_aa, y_deal1a_y, y_deal1a_z, y_dl1anw_aar, y_dl1anw_yr, y_dl1anw_zr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 86 84 170 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 1 2 

1 YES 42 189 231 

2 NO 1287 1285 2572 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD010CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
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existed). 

pd010are: How old were you the first or only time your spouse or partner

treated you in a way that some would think of as physical abuse?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_y, y_dl1anw_yr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 118 213 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD010CRE = 2)

1287 1285 2572 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 23 2 35 37 

24 - 29 3 35 38 

30 - 36 4 36 40 

37 - 46 11 28 39 

47 - 77 13 22 35 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd010bre: How old were you the last time your spouse or partner treated

you in a way that some would think of as physical abuse?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_z, y_dl1anw_zr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 86 84 170 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD010CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1309 1373 2682 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 1 2 

0 - 30 1 23 24 

32 - 
39

4 22 26 

40 - 
49

1 23 24 

50 - 
58

4 22 26 

59 - 
75

10 11 21 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD010ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD010BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd010dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when a

spouse or partner treated them in a way that some would think of as

physical abuse?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal1a_y, y_deal1a_z, y_dl1anw_yr, y_dl1anw_zr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 88 86 174 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD010CRE = 2)

1287 1285 2572 

2 NO 42 189 231 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD010BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD010ARE). 

pd011cre: Has one of your children ever been divorced?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_f, y_dealb_d, y_dealb_e, y_dlbnw_fr, y_dlbnw_dr, y_dlbnw_er

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 113 97 210 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 3 4 7 

1 YES 483 650 1133 

2 NO 817 808 1625 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD011CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 
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pd011are: How old were you the first or only time one of your children

was divorced?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_d, y_dlbnw_dr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 210 216 426 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD011CRE = 2)

817 808 1625 

-1 DON’T KNOW 3 4 7 

0 - 48 67 129 196 

49 - 55 102 147 249 

56 - 60 80 113 193 

61 - 68 87 106 193 

69 - 81 50 36 86 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd011bre: How old were you the last time one of your children was 

divorced?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_e, y_dlbnw_er
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 115 100 215 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD011CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1058 1147 2205 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 1 2 

0 - 54 43 70 113 

55 - 
60

62 65 127 

61 - 
65

54 64 118 

66 - 
70

50 64 114 

71 - 
81

33 48 81 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD011ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD011BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd011dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when one

of their children was divorced?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_d, y_dealb_e, y_dlbnw_dr, y_dlbnw_er
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 117 102 219 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD011CRE = 2)

817 808 1625 

1 YES 0 1 1 

2 NO 483 649 1132 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD011BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD011ARE). 

pd012cre: Has one of your children ever had a life-threatening illness or 

accident?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_i, y_dealb_g, y_dealb_h, y_dlbnw_ir, y_dlbnw_gr, y_dlbnw_hr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 99 95 194 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 1 2 

1 YES 240 357 597 

2 NO 1076 1106 2182 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD012CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
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wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 

pd012are: How old were you the first or only time one of your children

had a life-threatening illness or accident?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_g, y_dlbnw_gr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 134 147 281 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD012CRE = 2)

1076 1106 2182 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 1 2 

0 - 33 36 68 104 

34 - 45 43 67 110 

46 - 55 42 64 106 

56 - 65 48 54 102 

66 - 89 36 52 88 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd012bre: How old were you the last time one of your children had a

life-threatening illness or accident?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_h, y_dlbnw_hr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 99 95 194 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD012CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1229 1326 2555 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 1 2 

0 - 43 18 27 45 

44 - 
55

23 24 47 

56 - 
62

18 29 47 

63 - 
70

17 29 46 

71 - 
82

11 28 39 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD012ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD012BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd012dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when one

of their children had a life-threatening illness or accident?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_g, y_dealb_h, y_dlbnw_gr, y_dlbnw_hr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 101 97 198 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD012CRE = 2)

1076 1106 2182 

1 YES 0 1 1 

2 NO 240 356 596 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD012BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD012ARE). 

pd120cre: Has one of your grandchildren ever had a life-threatening

illness or accident?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_l, y_dealb_j, y_dealb_k, y_dlbnw_lr, y_dlbnw_jr, y_dlbnw_kr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 91 84 175 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

1 YES 91 153 244 

2 NO 1233 1322 2555 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD120CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
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wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 

pd120are: How old were you the first or only time one of your

grandchildren had a life-threatening illness or accident?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_j, y_dlbnw_jr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 110 103 213 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD120CRE = 2)

1233 1322 2555 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 52 15 33 48 

53 - 58 19 30 49 

59 - 64 11 33 44 

65 - 72 18 23 41 

73 - 81 9 15 24 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd120bre: How old were you the last time one of your grandchildren had

a life-threatening illness or accident?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_k, y_dlbnw_kr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 84 175 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD120CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1287 1424 2711 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 54 9 9 18 

55 - 
60

11 8 19 

61 - 
67

8 10 18 

69 - 
72

6 15 21 

73 - 
83

3 9 12 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD120ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD120BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd120dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when one

of their grandchildren had a life-threatening illness or accident?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_j, y_dealb_k, y_dlbnw_jr, y_dlbnw_kr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 93 85 178 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD120CRE = 2)

1233 1322 2555 

2 NO 91 153 244 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD120BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD120ARE). 

pd013cre: Have any of your adult children ever moved back into your 

home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_o, y_dealb_m, y_dealb_n, y_dlbnw_or, y_dlbnw_mr, y_dlbnw_nr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 98 100 198 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 1 2 

1 YES 312 485 797 

2 NO 1005 973 1978 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD013CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
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existed). 

pd013are: How old were you the first or only time one of your adult

children moved back into your home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_m, y_dlbnw_mr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 175 193 368 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD013CRE = 2)

1005 973 1978 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 1 2 

32 - 48 39 112 151 

49 - 53 55 83 138 

54 - 58 59 78 137 

59 - 65 48 80 128 

66 - 78 34 39 73 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd013bre: How old were you the last time one of your adult children

moved back into your home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_n, y_dlbnw_nr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 98 101 199 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD013CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1157 1231 2388 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 51 25 61 86 

52 - 
57

39 44 83 

58 - 
62

41 42 83 

63 - 
67

33 44 77 

68 - 
81

22 36 58 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD013ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD013BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd013dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when one

of their adult children moved back into their home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_m, y_dealb_n, y_dlbnw_mr, y_dlbnw_nr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 100 102 202 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD013CRE = 2)

1005 973 1978 

1 YES 0 1 1 

2 NO 312 484 796 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD013BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD013ARE). 

pd014cre: Have you ever had increased responsibility for the care of your 

grandchildren?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_r, y_dealb_p, y_dealb_q, y_dlbnw_rr, y_dlbnw_pr, y_dlbnw_qr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 96 98 194 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

1 YES 148 243 391 

2 NO 1171 1218 2389 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD014CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
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wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 

pd014are: How old were you the first or only time you had increased

responsibility for the care of your grandchildren?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_p, y_dlbnw_pr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 130 149 279 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD014CRE = 2)

1171 1218 2389 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 49 16 48 64 

50 - 54 23 44 67 

55 - 60 27 46 73 

61 - 66 27 34 61 

67 - 80 21 20 41 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd014bre: How old were you the last time you had increased

responsibility for the care of your grandchildren?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_q, y_dlbnw_qr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 96 98 194 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD014CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1249 1349 2598 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 55 15 24 39 

56 - 
61

18 25 43 

62 - 
65

15 29 44 

66 - 
70

16 24 40 

71 - 
81

6 10 16 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD014ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD014BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd014dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when they

had increased responsibility for the care of their grandchildren?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_p, y_dealb_q, y_dlbnw_pr, y_dlbnw_qr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 98 99 197 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD014CRE = 2)

1171 1218 2389 

2 NO 148 243 391 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD014BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD014ARE). 

pd015cre: Has an aging parent or in-law ever moved into your home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_u, y_dealb_s, y_dealb_t, y_dlbnw_ur, y_dlbnw_sr, y_dlbnw_tr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 89 73 162 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 2 1 3 

1 YES 129 206 335 

2 NO 1196 1279 2475 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD015CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
existed). 
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pd015are: How old were you the first or only time an aging parent or

in-law moved into your home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_s, y_dlbnw_sr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 115 100 215 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD015CRE = 2)

1196 1279 2475 

-1 DON’T KNOW 2 0 2 

0 - 39 13 44 57 

40 - 48 23 39 62 

49 - 55 25 44 69 

56 - 62 26 35 61 

63 - 77 16 18 34 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd015bre: How old were you the last time an aging parent or in-law

moved into your home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_t, y_dlbnw_tr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 90 74 164 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD015CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1273 1422 2695 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 42 10 14 24 

44 - 
52

10 15 25 

53 - 
56

9 14 23 

57 - 
64

14 13 27 

65 - 
92

9 7 16 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD015ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD015BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd015dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when an

aging parent or in-law moved into their home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_s, y_dealb_t, y_dlbnw_sr, y_dlbnw_tr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 92 75 167 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD015CRE = 2)

1196 1279 2475 

2 NO 129 206 335 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD015BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD015ARE). 

pd016cre: Have you ever placed your aging spouse, in-law or parent into

a nursing home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_x, y_dealb_v, y_dealb_w, y_dlbnw_xr, y_dlbnw_vr, y_dlbnw_wr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 109 95 204 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 2 0 2 

1 YES 474 564 1038 

2 NO 831 900 1731 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD016CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
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existed). 

pd016are: How old were you the first or only time you placed your aging

spouse, in-law or parent into a nursing home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_v, y_dlbnw_vr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 201 191 392 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD016CRE = 2)

831 900 1731 

-1 DON’T KNOW 2 0 2 

18 - 48 84 90 174 

49 - 54 62 117 179 

55 - 59 89 85 174 

60 - 65 100 104 204 

66 - 89 47 72 119 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd016bre: How old were you the last time you placed your aging spouse,

in-law or parent into a nursing home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_w, y_dlbnw_wr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 110 95 205 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD016CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1098 1240 2338 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

20 - 
50

37 49 86 

51 - 
57

52 47 99 

58 - 
61

44 44 88 

62 - 
66

49 44 93 

67 - 
86

25 40 65 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD016ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD016BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd016dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when they

placed their aging spouse, in-law or parent into a nursing home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_v, y_dealb_w, y_dlbnw_vr, y_dlbnw_wr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 112 96 208 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD016CRE = 2)

831 900 1731 

1 YES 1 1 2 

2 NO 473 563 1036 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD016BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD016ARE). 

pd017cre: Have you ever seriously thought about taking your own life?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_aa, y_dealb_y, y_dealb_z, y_dlbnw_aar, y_dlbnw_yr, y_dlbnw_zr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 94 72 166 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

1 YES 57 107 164 

2 NO 1264 1380 2644 

Note: This variable is based on the information the participant provided about both the first/only and last
time they experienced the stressful life event in question, as well as a check box for having never
experienced such an event. If the participant provided valid data on the first/only or last time they
experienced the event, they were assigned a value of "1" on PD017CRE regardless of whether or not they
also contradicted themselves by checking the box for having never experienced the event. This represents
a departure from the Dealing with Problems Module of the 2005 mail survey. During the 2005 collection
wave, checking a box for having never experienced a stressful life event took precedence over valid age
data, if provided (resulting in a value of "2" on this variable’s 2005 predecessor even if valid age data
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existed). 

pd017are: How old were you the first or only time you seriously thought

about taking your own life?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_y, y_dlbnw_yr

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 101 84 185 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD017CRE = 2)

1264 1380 2644 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 19 8 22 30 

20 - 28 8 21 29 

29 - 40 10 22 32 

41 - 54 11 21 32 

55 - 78 13 9 22 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 

pd017bre: How old were you the last time you seriously thought about

taking your own life?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_z, y_dlbnw_zr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 94 72 166 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD017CRE = 2 | NO INDICATION
EXPERIENCED MULT. TIMES)

1294 1439 2733 

-1 DON’T KNOW 1 0 1 

0 - 30 7 8 15 

31 - 
45

2 13 15 

47 - 
55

3 13 16 

56 - 
65

8 7 15 

66 - 
78

7 7 14 

Note: If the participant’s answer included fractions or decimal points, it has been rounded down to the
nearest integer age. 
Note: If we have a valid age for PD017ARE but the participant did not answer the mail survey question
about their age the last time they experienced the event in question, PD017BRE has been assigned a value
of "-2" pursuant to the assumption that the event was only experienced once. 

pd017dre: Did Participant provide an illogical age pattern for when they

seriously thought about taking their own life?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_dealb_y, y_dealb_z, y_dlbnw_yr, y_dlbnw_zr
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 96 73 169 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PD017CRE = 2)

1264 1380 2644 

2 NO 57 107 164 

Note: The participant indicated an illogical age pattern if the age given the last time this event occurred
(see PD017BRE) was lower than the age given the first time this event occurred (see PD017ARE). 

pd018rec: Number of experience events Participant answered out of 17.

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: PD001CRE-PD017DRE
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

0 73 50 123 

1 2 1 3 

2 4 4 8 

3 1 2 3 

4 0 2 2 

5 1 2 3 

6 2 3 5 

7 0 1 1 

8 3 0 3 

9 0 5 5 

10 1 3 4 

11 4 5 9 

12 7 1 8 

13 5 13 18 

14 18 23 41 

15 33 58 91 

16 168 212 380 

17 1095 1175 2270 

Note: The participant is considered to have "answered" a life event/problem if they provided any type of
information called for by the survey questions concerning it. This could mean indicating they never
experienced it, providing their age the first (or only) time it happened, or providing their age the last time
it happened. 
Note: The value of PD018REC can range from 0 (the lowest possible) to 17 (the highest possible). 
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pd101rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you turn to work or other activities to take your mind off 

things?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_1

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 72 87 159 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 356 165 521 

2 A LITTLE BIT 514 431 945 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 319 552 871 

4 A LOT 155 323 478 

pd102rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you concentrate your efforts on doing something about the

situation you’re in?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_2
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 77 94 171 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 0 1 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 65 52 117 

2 A LITTLE BIT 245 271 516 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 496 573 1069 

4 A LOT 533 569 1102 

pd103rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you say to yourself ’this isn’t real’?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_3

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 77 94 171 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 2 3 5 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 868 897 1765 

2 A LITTLE BIT 327 384 711 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 101 123 224 

4 A LOT 42 58 100 
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pd104rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you give up trying to deal with it?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_4

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 79 98 177 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 6 7 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 906 983 1889 

2 A LITTLE BIT 304 321 625 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 85 109 194 

4 A LOT 42 42 84 

pd105rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you take actions to try and make the situation better?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_5
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 75 94 169 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 2 2 4 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 56 61 117 

2 A LITTLE BIT 163 204 367 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 483 554 1037 

4 A LOT 638 644 1282 

pd106rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you refuse to believe that it has happened?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_6

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 78 93 171 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 1004 1069 2073 

2 A LITTLE BIT 229 269 498 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 76 86 162 

4 A LOT 29 41 70 
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pd107rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you say things to let your unpleasant feelings escape?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_7

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 84 99 183 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 3 3 6 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-1 DON’T KNOW 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 399 466 865 

2 A LITTLE BIT 595 617 1212 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 233 281 514 

4 A LOT 103 92 195 

pd108rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you try to see it in a different light or to make it seem more 

positive?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_8
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 79 98 177 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 148 139 287 

2 A LITTLE BIT 487 453 940 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 485 573 1058 

4 A LOT 217 295 512 

pd109rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you criticize yourself?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_9

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 78 89 167 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 3 4 7 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 338 371 709 

2 A LITTLE BIT 613 678 1291 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 291 295 586 

4 A LOT 94 122 216 
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pd110rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you try to come up with a strategy about what to do?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_10

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 78 91 169 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 2 3 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 77 79 156 

2 A LITTLE BIT 192 263 455 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 492 548 1040 

4 A LOT 577 576 1153 

pd111rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you give up the attempt to cope?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_11
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 81 93 174 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 4 8 12 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 1010 1115 2125 

2 A LITTLE BIT 208 226 434 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 73 80 153 

4 A LOT 41 37 78 

pd112rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you look for something good in what is happening?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_12

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 79 94 173 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 95 89 184 

2 A LITTLE BIT 474 432 906 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 472 519 991 

4 A LOT 296 424 720 
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pd113rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you do something to think about it less, such as going to the

movies, watching TV, reading, daydreaming, sleeping or shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_13

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 80 91 171 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 2 3 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 428 277 705 

2 A LITTLE BIT 545 561 1106 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 285 430 715 

4 A LOT 78 198 276 

pd114rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you accept the reality of the fact that it has happened?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_14
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 80 93 173 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 0 4 4 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 74 59 133 

2 A LITTLE BIT 167 166 333 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 465 546 1011 

4 A LOT 631 691 1322 

pd115rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you express your negative feelings?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_15

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 78 98 176 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 2 3 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 215 217 432 

2 A LITTLE BIT 653 672 1325 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 351 423 774 

4 A LOT 119 147 266 
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pd116rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you learn to live with it?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_16

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 77 98 175 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 2 3 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 77 60 137 

2 A LITTLE BIT 264 265 529 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 561 623 1184 

4 A LOT 437 511 948 

pd117rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you think hard about what steps to take?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_17
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 75 94 169 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 0 1 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 67 49 116 

2 A LITTLE BIT 200 200 400 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 480 596 1076 

4 A LOT 594 620 1214 

pd118rer: Generally, when you experience a difficult or stressful event,

how often do you blame yourself for things that happened?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_deal2_18

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 77 91 168 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 4 5 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 372 438 810 

2 A LITTLE BIT 687 747 1434 

3 A MEDIUM AMOUNT 215 198 413 

4 A LOT 65 81 146 
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